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Abstract

We describe a prototype RICH detector that has been built
as part of design work for the CLEO III RICH� Cherenkov
photons are produced in a LiF radiator� and are detected
in a multiwire chamber with a CaF� entrance window con�
taining a gas mixture of methane and TEA� Signals are
read out from ���� cathode pads using low noise Viking
chips� First results from this prototype show a yield of
�� photoelectrons per image in agreement with our design
studies�

I� Description of Prototype RICH

As part of the upgrade of the CLEO experiment to CLEO
III� a Ring Imaging Cherenkov detector will be installed
to provide good particle identi�cation� The design of this
detector is described in the contribution by M� Artuso 	�

to these proceedings�
To test our understanding of the design parameters of

the RICH� and to gain experience in the construction of
such a system� we have built a prototype detector� The
radiator is a plane LiF crystal �cm thick� and �cm��cm in
area� Photons produced in this radiator pass through an
expansion gap of ����cm �lled with pure nitrogen� and are
detected in a multiwire chamber �lled with a photosensi�
tive gas mixture produced by bubbling methane through
liquid Triethylamine TEA� at ��oC� The photon detec�
tor has a sensitive area of ����cm�����cm corresponding
to one third of the length of a full detector module in the
CLEO III design� This area is su�cient to contain ��� of
the Cherenkov photons from a track passing through the
centre of the radiator at an angle of incidence of ��o�
Figure � shows the design of the photon detector� There

is a UV transparent CaF� entrance window made by glu�
ing together six CaF� crystals end�to�end with Torrseal 	�
�
This window is mounted in an aluminium frame using a
plastic hinge to mechanically decouple the crystals from
the rest of the detector� Field�shaping strips ����m wide
are evaporated onto the crystals across the width of the
detector at ���mm intervals� The photons convert in the
chamber with a mean free path of ���mm� and the pho�
toelectrons drift to a plane of ���m anode wires strung
along the length of the detector� At the anode wires gas
ampli�cation occurs� and the signals induced on a plane of
���� cathode pads ���mm����mm are used to measure the
position of the photon� Ceramic spacers at ��cm intervals

maintain the �mm spacing between the anode and cathode
planes�

Figure �� Geometry of the Photon Detector�

The quantum e�ciency of methane�TEA is limited to
wavelengths between ���nm and ���nm 	�
� so good trans�
mission is required from the radiator to the photon detec�
tor in this range� We have used a UV monochromator to
measure the e�ective transmissions at ���nm� The LiF
radiator and the CaF� window have transmissions of ���
and ��� respectively� The transparency of the N� in the
expansion volume is ��� if the �ow rate is su�cient to
change one volume per hour�

II� Readout Electronics

We believe it is important for the stability of operation
of a large system to run at a moderate gain of a few
���� At this gain the pulse height distribution from sin�
gle photoelectrons is exponential� so a low noise threshold
is needed to achieve high e�ciency	�
� We are using the
Viking VA� chip 	�
� which has been developed for reading
out solid state detectors� Each chip has ��� channels of
ampli�er�shaper with a ��s peaking time� and an intrinsic
noise performance of ��� electrons� We use ������ chan�
nels on each chip to read out the cathode pads� The ��
chips are mounted on ceramic chip carriers� which in turn
are mounted on readout boards� The readout boards are
daisy�chained into four repeater cards that further amplify
the signals� and send them to a ���bit ADC for digitiza�
tion� We received two batches of Viking chips with gains of
��mV�fC and ��mV�fC� but equalized out the gains in the
repeater cards so that one ADC count always corresponds
to ��� electrons�
The noise level of the complete system is measured to be

��� electrons FWHM�� There is very little coherent noise�
and the system has been stable for several months� The
only problem has been the lack of input protection on the



Viking chips� As a consequence of sparking during cham�
ber operation� one chip is dead and another has become
very noisy� A custom Viking chip is being built for use by
us in CLEO III which will have input protection on each
channel 	�
�

III� Results

The prototype has been operated in a cosmic ray stand
with two di�erent types of triggers see Figure ��� If we
trigger on charged tracks passing through the radiator at
an angle of incidence of ��o� we observe the ring image in
the detector� but not the charged track itself� due to the
small width of the detector� Alternatively we can trigger
on charged tracks that pass through the photon detector�
in which case we do not observe the photons in the ring im�
age two possible variations exist on this last option� in the
�rst� the track passes through the N� volume directly into
the the photon detector� in the second� the track passes
through a second piece of LiF located over the chamber
and then through the chamber itself�see Figure ��� At
present the cosmic ray stand does not have any tracking
chambers� so the track parameters at the radiator are not
known�
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Figure �� Set�up for the Syracuse cosmic ray test stand�
Scintillator paddles trigger on cosmic ray particles� and
extra paddles above the RICH prototype are used to veto
against against multi�particle showers� A �� in� lead stack
below the RICH provides a momentum cut of � GeV�c in
the trigger�

Figures �a� and b� show examples of events in which
we detect the ring image� Clusters of pads corresponding
to single photoelectrons can be seen� The sum of many
events Figure �c��� shows the acceptance of our trigger�

Figure �� a� and b� Pad distributions for single ring im�
age events� and c� for the sum of many events

and the low level of background hits and electronic noise�
The dead areas at rows ��� �� and �� are due to the joints
in the CaF� window and the ceramic spacers between the
anodes and cathode pads�
The typical operating point for the prototype is with the

anodes at �����V and the window strips at �����V� Fig�
ure � shows the charge distributions of the reconstructed
single photoelectron clusters for several di�erent anode
voltages� The distributions are exponentials corresponding
to gains in the ��� range� The noise level of ��� electrons
is less than a tenth of the �rst bin� At these voltages the
photoelectrons do not saturate the ADC� but the charged
tracks do� We have been able to operate the chamber with
the anodes at �����V� when even the photoelectron clus�
ters are in saturation�
We select ring image events that have at least one clus�

ter� with a geometric distribution consistent with a track
through the radiator� Since we do not have information on
the track parameters� we are unable to distinguish clusters
that belong to the image from noise and background clus�
ters� To eliminate electronic noise we have made a very
conservative cut at �� about ��� e��� We have also re�
moved ��� pad channels that are noisy due to incidents of
sparking�� most of which are near the edges of the detector�
and do not a�ect the acceptance signi�cantly�
Figure � shows the number of photoelectrons observed

in the detector as a function of the anode voltage� There
is clear evidence of the onset of a plateau at about ����V�
On the plateau there are ������� photoelectrons per event�
If the noise cut is reduced to �� this number increases to



Figure �� Photoelectron pulse height distributions at dif�
ferent anode voltages

����� There are a number of corrections in going from this
number to the true number of photoelectrons per image�
There are geometric acceptance losses due to the �nite size
of the detector� and due to the removal of the noisy pads�
There are also losses of real photoelectrons and gains of
fake photoelectrons due to the declustering algorithm used
for separating overlapping photoelectron signals� These
corrections have been studied with a Monte Carlo simula�
tion� We �nd that the declustering algorithm leads to a net
loss of about two photoelectrons� Our results correspond
to a total of �� photoelectrons per image after decluster�
ing� with ���� photoelectrons being inside the geometric
acceptance of the detector�

The data with charged tracks passing through the de�
tector have been used to study the e�ect of large signals
on the electronics� and to study additional clusters in the
detector� At the normal operating point of ����V� the sat�
urated pulses from charged tracks give large cluster sizes of
about ten pads� There is some contribution to this cluster
size from Cherenkov photons and delta rays produced in
the window� Away from the charged track we observe ���
additional clusters per event if the track passes through the
additional LiF radiator located above the photon detector
see Figure ��� and ��� additional clusters if it does not�
The clusters from the LiF have pulse heights consistent
with single photoelectrons� and have a ��r� distribution
about the charged track� Furthermore� if the expansion
volume is not �ushed with N�� the number of clusters falls
from ��� to ���� even when the track passes through the ex�
tra radiator� indicating that these extra clusters are indeed
due to photon emission of some sort in the radiator� This
is consistent with incoherent photon production in the ra�
diator as noted in 	�
� We �nd that the observed yield and

Figure �� Plateau curve for methane�TEA�

��r� distribution are consistent with the Cherenkov pho�
tons produced by delta rays in the LiF 	�
� Extrapolating
these additional clusters to the angular acceptance of the
ring image data� we calculate a background of ��� to our
Cherenkov signal due to this other source of photon pro�
duction in the LiF� We have con�rmed this estimate of ���
extra clusters by a visual scan of the ring image events�

IV� Conclusions

We have built and tested a prototype RICH detector with a
LiF radiator and CH��TEA as the photosensitive gas� Us�
ing Viking VA� chips to read out the ���� cathode pads�
we have achieved a very good noise performance of ���
electrons� The prototype has been operated at gains of
a few ���� where the photoelectron pulse height distribu�
tions are exponential� At these gains the detector is on
plateau� indicating good e�ciency� The observed yield is
about �� photoelectrons per image� in agreement with our
Monte Carlo and background studies� These results con�
vince us that a RICH detector can be successfully built for
CLEO III�
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